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Growing Trend

Advantages of Locating Office Product in
Mixed-Use Projects and Neighborhoods

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report examines the growing trend of locating significant amounts of office space in mixeduse developments in the urban and suburban contexts in terms of demand, supply, financing
mechanism, and market performance.
Beginning in the 1990s, increased demand for urban environments fueled investment in many
American cities. This investment transformed downtown neighborhoods. Mixed-use is a large
component of this urban renaissance. In contrast to the dominant strip malls, single-use office
districts and suburban office parks, and suburban housing developments that prevailed from
the 1950’s to the early 1990’s, recent urban developments are denser, include office, retail and
residential uses in close proximity (or even in the same building), and are more oriented towards
pedestrians instead of vehicles.1 Originally an unconventional development typology in the 1990s
and early 2000s, this report finds that the market has embraced these mixed-use developments.
Based on quantitative analyses of seven mixed-use districts and their adjacent central business
districts (CBDs), a review of relevant studies, an independent survey of worker preferences in the
Washington region, and interviews of real estate experts and tenants, our research generated the
following findings:

Office Space Demand
•

•
•

•

•

Tenants reported that their firms moved to mixed-use areas to increase their ability to attract
top-tier talent. Tenants cite employee preferences as sufficient motivation for location
decisions.
Mixed-use neighborhoods are in high demand and growing because employees want to live
and work in places with a “sense of place” and convenient access to amenities.
High absorption of Class A office space in mixed-use districts between 2006 and 2015 as
compared to CBDs demonstrates the robust demand for mixed-use environments. Net office
absorption in NoMa was 3,236,410 square feet, while DC’s CBD only gained 398,966 square
feet in the last decade. Office absorption was higher in three of the four urban mixed-use
case studies than in the associated CBDs.
In urban mixed-use districts, vacancy rates are similar to or lower than CBDs, indicating
new mixed-use districts are competitive with these more established office submarkets. On
average, vacancy rates were 8.8% in 2016 for the four mixed-use areas, while the CBDs had
an average vacancy rate of 10.1%. Office vacancy was lower in three of the four urban mixeduse case studies.
This strong demand for mixed-use is often described as a “flight to quality.” Office tenants
are increasingly choosing to leave single-use zones for modern mixed-use environments.

Office absorption was higher in three of the four urban mixed-use case
studies than in the associated CBDs.
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Office Space Supply
•

Urban mixeduse districts are
competitive with
adjacent CBDs,
while suburban
mixed-use
projects strongly
outperform the
surrounding office
market.

•

•

Between 2006 and 2016 the inventory of office space in the four urban mixed-use case
studies made up much of the growth in office space in their respective cities, ranging from 18
(Portland) to 48 percent (Boston) of the growth in the overall office market.
The amount of office space in CBDs grew at a slower pace between 2006 and 2016 than
adjacent mixed-use neighborhoods, ranging from no growth in San Francisco to 40 percent
growth in Portland. Portland was an outlier in this case, with growth of its CBD actually
surpassing growth in the mixed-use Pearl District.
Suburban mixed-use office remains a niche product as compared to single-use suburban office
space and commands a large rent premium. This limited supply is partly due to the expense
and long build-out times of suburban mixed-use projects.

Finance and Market Performance
•

•

In urban settings, office rents for new mixed-use districts were competitive and sometimes
surpassed rents in the adjacent CBDs. In Washington, DC, rents in NoMa were discounted
by $3.86 per square foot over the CBD. Boston’s Seaport District commanded a premium of
$10.48 over the Financial District. The competitive quality of office rents in mixed-use districts
demonstrates the high demand for and value of office space in mixed-use development.
Office space in suburban mixed-use projects enjoy a significant rent premium compared to the
surrounding office market. The suburban mixed-use case studies each revealed premiums in
excess of $10 per square foot annually.

“We’ve seen that amenities in general are being weighed more heavily in a
tenant’s decision-making matrix.”
—Katie Coppins, CBRE, Broker
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METHODOLOGY

For the purposes of this report we considered areas to be “mixed-use” when they (1) integrate
complementary uses – office, retail, residential, hospitality – in proximity to each other, (2)
are walkable in nature, (3) contain elements of the “live-work-play” environment, and (4) have
meaningful public spaces. The mix of uses in such areas varies, but the combination in each creates
a pedestrian-friendly atmosphere that is attractive to workers, residents, and visitors.
Four research approaches were employed. They were: 1) literature review, 2) case study quantitative
analyses, 3) interviews of tenants and real estate industry professionals, and 4) a worker preference
survey.

Literature Review

Our literature review of relevant articles and reports on mixed-use development and office
preferences revealed a rich history on the evolution of mixed-use districts in cities. Mixed-use
development had been common in cities before the advent of widespread public transit and
the automobile.2 Without an efficient form of transportation, urban residents needed all aspects
of daily life to be within close proximity. Industrialization brought heavy manufacturing to cities.
Overcrowding and pollution became a problem in many urban environments. Cities developed
regulations to address these problems, starting with an attempt by Los Angeles to prevent
development of heavy industry in residential zones, and followed by New York City in 1916 with
the first zoning code. Called “Euclidean Zoning,” this approach relegated industry and other
manufacturing to specific areas of the city and set limits on the density of development. Eventually,
zoning regulations required separation of retail, residential, and office uses.3 As new transportation
options became prevalent, the geography of metropolitan areas expanded and many urban
residents moved out of the urban core to suburbs, beginning the process of segregating uses into
distinct zones.4
Although zoning sometimes mitigated overcrowding and the impact of industrial pollution on
residential properties, cities remained dense centers. The creation of highways and policies
promoting homeownership in the 1950’s were important factors contributing to middle class
movement from cities to suburbs. These low-density suburbs were dominated by single-family
homes. Suburban residents of communities utilized new highways to commute to work in the central
business district (CBD), resulting in the development of large parking lots around downtowns to
accommodate vehicles.5 A confluence of factors, including the movement of middle class workers,
pushed retail and office development into the suburbs during the 1960s and 1970s.6 This separation
of uses resulted in CBDs that remained regional centers but were dominated by office uses.
The trend back to the urban center and mixed-use neighborhood over the last decade has been
remarkable. All age groups, including trend-setting “millennials” are increasingly drawn to the
core of cities. The aging “boomer” population is also increasingly choosing convenient, walkable,
urban neighborhoods in cities.7 In order to cater to these preferences, mixed-use development has
become more prevalent. An expansive combination of uses – retail, residential, office, hotel, and
open space – promotes the lively, livable communities now preferred by residents and workers alike.
It is no longer radical or innovative – rather, mixed-use development has become routine for new
developments.
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The current growth of urban populations is now attracting office tenants back to the core of the city. Instead
of returning to established CBDs, tenants increasingly demand office space in the mixed-use environments
that their employees desire to live in. We identified a striking increase in the demand for office space in
mixed-use environments and office space. A substantial increase in supply is a corollary of the growth in
demand. As cities look towards the future, the urban spaces that nurture mixed-use neighborhoods will have
a competitive advantage as they seek to attract residents and grow businesses.
An academic study of office markets by NAIOP and Colliers International found a rent premium for office
space in mixed-use environments in a 2009 article.8 In a 2014 article, The NAIOP Research Foundation
identified a preference for office space in downtowns or mixed-use suburban environments by analyzing
rents and survey data.9 Pivo and Fischer (2011) found that walkability, an element associated with mixed-use,
increases property values for the residential and office sector. Both a 2010 Harvard Business Review article
and a 2015 report from Smart Growth America and Cushman & Wakefield documented the trend of office
tenants moving back to the city from suburban settings to better compete for workforce talent.10,11
Additionally, in 2015, the Urban Land Institute and PwC published “Emerging Trends in Real Estate,”
identifying the 18-hour district as an emerging trend.12 Somewhere between the traditional 9-to-5 business
district and the 24-hour entertainment zone, 18-hour districts are typically active in the evening but are still
attractive for residential uses. Such districts represent the live-work-play environments that residents and
employees desire.

“I think you’re going to
see a big shift in the next
decade in embracing
mixed-use development.
The need for and demand
for mixed-use has always
been there, but it didn’t
start to substantially
escalate until the start of
this cycle in 2009 and has
drastically increased each
year thereafter.”
—John Sikaitis
JLL, Researcher
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Case Studies

Following the literature review, we identified a set of mixed-use districts comparable to nearby single-use neighborhoods for
quantitative analyses. In urban areas, we focused on recently developed mixed-use neighborhoods adjacent to established CBDs
which are predominantly office space. We chose these case studies as these new districts had, for the most part, amenities and
features comparable to the CBD, such as regional economic effects and accessibility. Suburban mixed-use projects were compared
to the overall surrounding suburban class A office market. Our quantitative analysis focuses on four urban case studies and three
suburban case studies to assess the effect of mixed-use in both settings. We compared data of office market performance such
as rents and vacancy rates for each of these areas, identifying common trends. Sources included CoStar and the US Census for
neighborhood characteristics and metrics such as gross rent, vacancy rates, inventory of square feet, and net absorption rates
between 2006 and Q1 of 2016.

Urban Mixed-Use Districts Studied
NoMa, Washington DC

CBD

NoMa

NoMa Office Square Feet: 9,568,851*
CBD Office Square Feet: 25,228,330
NoMa Office Buildings: 29
CBD Office Buildings: 108
NoMa Walkability Score**: 93
CBD Walkability Score: 97
NoMa Transit Score: 82
CBD Transit Score: 100

North of Massachusetts Avenue, or NoMa, transformed underutilized
parking lots into a vibrant neighborhood in the past decade. Aided by the
construction of the NoMa – Gallaudet U Metro station, the area‘s office
inventory and retail offerings rapidly grew. In recent years, the focus has
been on residential development resulting in construction of over 4,000
units, and another 6,000 units planned.

Mission Bay, San Francisco, California
Mission Bay Office Square Feet: 3,495,463
CBD Office Square Feet: 29,803,156
Mission Bay Office Buildings: 23
CBD Office Buildings: 171
Mission Bay Walkability Score: 82
CBD Walkability Score: 95
Mission Bay Transit Score: 94
CBD Transit Score: 100
Mission Bay developed over the past decade, converting old docks and
warehouses into a mixed-use neighborhood with a focus on bio-tech and health
research space laboratories . Mission Bay is anchored by a new University of
California, San Francisco campus. The district has many luxury condominium
buildings, but has also steadily incorporated retail and office space. A light rail
line connects Mission Bay with the trendy SoMa neighborhood and the CBD.
*Excludes government-owned properties.
**Walkability and Transit Scores are from walkscore.com. Neighborhood boundaries defined by walkscore.com do not match the
neighborhood boundaries defined by HR&A.
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Pearl District, Portland, Oregon
Pearl District Office Square Feet: 1,183,610
CBD Office Square Feet: 10,627,013
Pearl District Office Buildings: 9
CBD Office Buildings: 34
Pearl District Walkability Score: 96
CBD Walkability Score: 95
Pearl District Transit Score: 86
CBD Transit Score: 92
Formerly a district filled with obsolete warehouses, the Pearl District is now a
high-performing luxury residential and office market in the heart of Portland, and
includes large amounts of retail as well. Aided by Portland’s requirement for active
retail on the ground floor, the district is a hub for local shops and eateries, along
with several well known breweries.

Seaport, Boston, Massachusetts

Seaport Office Square Feet: 5,746,525
CBD Office Square Feet: 30,654,152
Seaport Office Buildings: 15
CBD Office Buildings: 66
Seaport Walkability Score: 87
CBD Walkability Score: 96
Seaport Transit Score: 70
CBD Transit Score: 100

Located across Boston’s Fort Point Channel, Seaport became a prime development
location after the “Big Dig” project buried Interstate 93 and thus removed a physical
barrier hindering access. Office expanded rapidly on former port facilities, followed
by new residential buildings. On some streets, retail space and small blocks create
an attractive environment, but in other areas large superblocks limit connectivity and
activity.

Suburban Mixed-Use Districts Studied
Mosaic, Fairfax County, Virginia
Amenities: Residential, Retail, Restaurants,
Office
Office Square Feet: 75,000
Major Tenants: Target, Angelika Film Center,
MOM’s Organic Market, Neiman Marcus Last
Call Studio, CustomInk
Proximity to Public Transit: Shuttle to Dunn
Loring-Merrifield Metro Station
Mosaic Rent: $39.87
Fairfax Rent: $30.58
The Mosaic describes itself as an upscale “curated” shopping experience, and offers
residential and office space in the same center. Combining a number of national
chains with best in class local retailers, Mosaic is a distinctive neighborhood. Amenities
include a butcher, a gelato shop, a movie theater, green space, and a farmers market.
Housing options include townhomes and condominiums.
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Reston Town Center, Fairfax County, Virginia
Amenities: Residential, Retail, Restaurants,
Office, Hotel
Office Square Feet: 2,492,055
Major Tenants: Google, Rolls-Royce, Apple
Proximity to Public Transit: Silver Line Metro in
Two Years at Wiehle Avenue
Reston Town Center Rent: $42.21
Fairfax County Rent: $30.58

Reston Town Center, located in Fairfax County, features an attractive mixed-use
environment containing both residential and office space. Wide sidewalks and open
avenues create a pedestrian-friendly environment with many shopping and dining options.
This large project required significant investment in infrastructure and was developed over
two decades. It is a stable neighborhood commanding premium office rents.

Santana Row, San Jose, California
Amenities: Residential, Retail, Restaurants, Office
Office Square Feet: 280,421
Major Tenants: Crate & Barrel, CineArts,
H&M, Best Buy
Proximity to Public Transit: No
Santana Row Rent: $48.03
San Jose Rent: $38.74
Santana Row combines upscale retail, over 800 homes, and 280,421 square feet of
office space in one lifestyle center. A combination of anchor stores, smaller chains,
and local boutiques make up the retail, in addition to over 20 restaurants, nine
spas and salons, and a movie theater. Due to the success of the office component,
Santana Row is constructing two additional office buildings with over 500,000 SF for
delivery by the end of 2016.

Case Study Insights

Mixed-use requires achieving scale to create complete neighborhoods. Thus, in suburban settings where developers must create
an entire district to achieve this scale, the investment required for buildings and infrastructure is extremely high. Developers noted
that few companies have the financial backing and knowledge to manage such large projects. These developments often deliver in
phases over multiple decades and can require capital that is extremely patient and able to manage the risk associated with upfront
investment and delayed payment. This patient capital is limited to select developers and lenders that are comfortable with these risks.
Mixed-use suburban centers such as Reston Town Center enjoy significant rent premiums compared to the surrounding market. Their
development, however, is limited by the large investment required and the need for extremely patient capital.

“First-Mover” Projects Bring Confidence to Unproven Districts

Pioneering mixed-use projects often face challenges in demonstrating demand to financial partners. Investors may require higher levels
of developer equity for unproven uses, increasing risk for the developer. Techniques to establish demand and minimize risk include
robust marketing campaigns, pre-leasing, and appealing to price sensitive office users such as government agencies. Developers
noted that there is a higher probability of substantial market demand for new office space within districts adjacent to established CBDs
making the creation of new, mixed-use districts with a substantial office component easier in neighborhoods adjacent to established
office hubs.
Office developers in mixed-use areas stated that they develop office space in response to measurable demand. One developer noted
that the industry closely tracks projects that attempt to open new markets or neighborhoods. New projects quickly follow in areas that
prove successful. As tenants, residents, and employees choose to locate space in vibrant, mixed-use areas, they reinforce the cycle and
spur increased supply.
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Interviews

Following the quantitative analysis and identification of key trends, HR&A conducted interviews with 19 real estate
professionals and tenants of mixed-use developments to better understand the benefits and challenges associated with
office product in mixed-use settings.
The real estate professionals and tenants volunteered their time and insights, and came from four broad backgrounds:
• Tenants of mixed-use office space
•
Developers of mixed-use
•
Brokers
•
Lenders and equity investors
Our interviews revealed that businesses are increasingly choosing to locate their offices in mixed-use areas because
employees prefer to work in environments that offer convenient access to amenities and leisure activities. In order
to remain competitive and attract top talent, tenants stated they feel a need to locate in a mixed-use district that
offers employees good residential options, transit access, restaurants, groceries, shops, and appealing public spaces.
Developers and tenants alike attributed increases in demand for mixed-use areas to a desire for environments that have an
attractive sense of place. Elements described as contributing to a sense of place include public realms and ground floor
spaces that create pedestrian scale and street level activity. Inviting public plazas, unbroken retail space, and attractive
streetscapes are all elements that help create this feeling. Several interviewees noted that these elements, particularly
multiple retail storefronts with high ceilings, may reduce immediate returns, however, they often increase the value of
residential and office space on higher floors.
Numerous tenants identified the need to stay competitive and attract top talent as the biggest factor driving increased
demand for office space in mixed-use districts. This desire for activity and amenities near the workplace has contributed to
the success of office projects in mixed-use environments, and allowed them to compete successfully with more established
CBDs.
Together, the results of the data and interviews highlight the many elements required to produce a successful mixed-use
neighborhood, the benefits for office users, and the challenges associated with mixed-use development.

“We’re definitely seeing
more blurring of the line
between where housing is,
where retail is, and where
office is.”
—Lisa Frisch
Downtown Portland Clean &
Safe District, BID
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Results from the Worker Preferences Survey

84%
72%
57%
47%

of respondents indicated the overall neighborhood surrounding their
workplace is at least somewhat important.

of respondents indicated that having park space in close proximity is at
least somewhat important.

of respondents preferred a mixed-use neighborhood over a mix of office
and retail or pure office.

of respondents identified a mixture of open workspace, creative meeting
rooms as the preferred office layout.

Worker Preference Survey

To explore worker preferences, the NoMa BID commissioned an independent workplace preference survey of more than 1,000
workers from the Washington, DC region. Completed in March 2016, the survey results demonstrated that most people prefer
to work in mixed-use environments and take these preferences into account when choosing their place of work. The survey was
administered by Research Now, who distributed it by email to a panel of respondents that reflect the overall demographics of the
Washington, DC MSA.
The survey focused on identifying neighborhood characteristics and physical attributes of office space preferred by respondents.
It showed that location matters: respondents indicated that proximity to home, transit availability, and good restaurants were the
top three neighborhood features they looked for. A striking 72 percent desired park space near their workplace. In addition, 84
percent stated that neighborhood influenced their choice of workplace. Lastly, 20 percent stated that building design preferences
had influenced their employment decision. People prioritized natural light, appealing interior design, and flexible meeting spaces
as the most important attributes for their workspace.
The survey reinforces the messages delivered by interviewees; namely, that workplace amenities affect employers’ ability to
attract top-tier talent and confirms that demand for office space in mixed-use environments is driven, at least in part, by worker
preference for these mixed-use districts. All survey respondents were employed, 68% had incomes of over $50,000 a year, and
57% had at least a bachelor’s degree.
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FINDINGS

Demand Growth

Higher Demand for Mixed-Use

Consumer
preferences
drive strong
growth in
demand for
office space in
mixed-use urban
environments.

Increased demand for office space in mixed-use environments is driving growth in supply. Metrics
analyzed show that mixed-use areas are increasingly competitive with CBDs. Demand for a live-workplay environment and diverse amenities make new mixed-use districts adjacent to an established
CBD an attractive choice for office tenants, despite the distance from the historic center of the office
market.
Demand for mixed-use has increased due to factors beyond price. This demand is illustrated by
strong net absorption and reduced vacancy rates in mixed-use environments. The driver of this
demand is largely employee preferences. Tenants prefer mixed-use environments to single-use areas
because their staff prefer to work in environments that offer housing, restaurants, shops, engaging
public spaces, and active streetscapes.

Total Net Absorption Square Feet
2006 - Q1 2016

Net Absorption Shows Mixed-Use Competitive

Net office absorption data shows that, on average, mixeduse environments have been able to attract and absorb more
square feet of office space than CBDs in the past decade.
Growing demand for office space in mixed-use districts is
making these districts highly competitive with the more
established and larger CBDs.
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Between 2006 and Q1 2016, net absorption in mixed-use districts was higher than in comparable CBDs.
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Vacancy Rates
Q1 2016
2016
Vacancy
Rates,

Falling Vacancy Rates in Mixed-Use Districts

Over the past 10 years, vacancy rates in mixed-use environments have
approached or fallen below levels in adjacent CBDs. By 2016, in all of the
urban mixed-use districts studied, vacancy rates were near parity with rates
in the adjacent CBD. Due to the smaller amount of total office space and
rapid growth, vacancy rates in mixed-use districts were more volatile than
in CBDs, but generally trended downwards indicating market maturation.
Falling vacancy rates show that office tenants want to be in mixed-use
districts.
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Supply Growth

In Past 10 Years Most Additional Office Space Developed in Mixed-Use Districts
San of
Francisco,
CA
Washington,
DC a rapid expansion
Developers are responding to the increased demand for space in mixed-use
districts through
supply. Since
2006, new office space in the new mixed-use districts comprised much of the expansion of office supply in the urban areas studied,
ranging from 18 percent of all new office inventory in Portland to 48 percent in Boston. During this period the office supply
in CBDs
Mission
NoMa,acknowledged that the new districts
Bay, had
grew at a substantially slower pace, and in San Francisco even stagnated. Although experts
27%
more available land for development compared to CBDs, they also stated that strong demand for mixed-use is driving the24%
abundant
Other,
growth in these new districts.
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Vacancy rates in mixed-use districts have stabilized and are similar to rates in adjacent CBDs.
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Trends in LEED Certification

Rent per Square Foot as of Q1 2016
Rent/Square Foot/Year

Once seen as an optional measure of upscale office
development, LEED certification has quickly become a
standard feature for many developers. Developers stated that
LEED Gold is the “price of admission” to the Class A and
“trophy” office development market. They also indicated that
LEED certification had little impact on rent premiums.
HR&A’s analysis found that rents for LEED office space
command a slight premium over rents for the total office
market. However, LEED buildings are typically newer, in
better condition, and offer more amenities on average than
the overall office market. This potentially explains a portion of
these higher rents.
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Financing and Market Performance

Urban Mixed-Use is Strong Competition for Downtown CBDs

Rents in the office sector in urban mixed-use districts are typically only modestly discounted relative to rents in the adjacent CBDs.
Mixed-use district rents surpass CBD rents in both Portland and Boston. Discounts may be outweighed by premium prices for land
in some CBDs. We believe the competitiveness of mixed-use district rents demonstrates the high value that office users place on
amenities, a sense of place, and increased after-work activity.

Annual Office Gross Rent per Square Foot (Q1 2016) 13
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Declining vacancy and rapid growth show that tenants are increasingly choosing to
locate in mixed-use environments.
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Performance of Suburban Projects Demonstrates Value of Mixed-Use for the Office Sector

Unlike urban mixed-use districts, where rents are often somewhat discounted as compared to rents in adjacent downtowns,
office space in suburban mixed-use projects commands a substantial rent premium over the surrounding market. Compared
to markets dominated by single-use office parks, office space in mixed-use suburban developments command rent premiums
in excess of $10 per square foot annually. These premiums highlight the value that mixed-use adds to office performance.
Additionally, the suburban projects sustained increased performance over a full decade since 2006, indicating mixed-use
environments retain their competitive advantage as they mature.

Annual Office Gross Rent per Square Foot (2015)
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Flexibility

Mixed-Use Increases Flexibility to Reposition Assets

According to the finance professionals and developers interviewed, mixed-use environments help preserve property value
by increasing the flexibility to reposition an asset should the market change. Experts stated that, in mixed-use districts, the
established residential and office sectors make it possible to convert underperforming office space to residential space. In
contrast to office-dominated areas, mixed-use districts have after-work and weekend activity that makes the area attractive for
residential development. We would note that although mixed-use makes this conversion possible, it is still difficult to make these
projects financially feasible due to the high costs, and thus there are few examples of successful conversions.

Low Demand for Suburban Single-Use Office

Demand is low for single-use suburban office parks. Facing high vacancy
rates and low rental rates, developers and investors alike report forgoing
these once-profitable developments. Real estate experts stated that office
tenants perceive single-use office parks as dull and only lease space at
reduced prices. Experts also stressed the difficulty of redeveloping these
large properties due to the lack of connectivity with the surrounding area
and the significant investment required. Though single-use will remain
relevant in the suburban office space market, the future appears to be in
mixed-use suburban projects.
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CONCLUSION

Many employees inherently prefer the amenities and environment of mixed-use areas and indicate that these preferences influence
their choice of workplace. Recognizing that recruiting a talented workforce is an essential element dictating firm performance, firms
are satisfying employee preferences by relocating to mixed-use districts.
Neighborhoods that offer a balanced mix of office, residential, and retail hold a competitive advantage over single-use areas.
Mixed-use promotes active streets and ground floor activity. Eventually, mixed-use office space may command significant rent
premiums, a phenomenon already seen in Portland’s Pearl District.
Successful mixed-use projects and districts are hard to replicate due to the large capital requirement and development time.
Mixed-use developments require a number of features that establish a sense of place, which may be difficult to create within
established urban zones. As a result, existing mixed-use districts have a distinct and durable market advantage and will likely see
continued growth.

“I don’t think mixeduse is niche anymore,
everyone has gotten
on board with them,
and they know it’s not
a fad.”
—Jeff Kreshek
Federal Realty, Broker
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